(U) As weapon and control hardware evolve, improvements and changes are expected to occur. Because a mix of old and new systems is likely to remain, it may not be possible to utilize some capabilities fully. Study of goals and requirements is warranted to give direction to acquisition of future systems.

4. PAL Advanced Development (U)

(U) Today's PAL hardware elements and code management system were described in Section 2. New concepts in both hardware and code management are now in various stages of development. These concepts are summarized in this section.

4.1 New PAL Weapon Systems (U)

(U) The W84 warhead for the GLCM, which is scheduled for deployment in late 1983, is the most recent PAL weapon system described in Section 2. Several other new systems are in various stages of development or production.
(U) The W79 8-in. AFAP preceded the W84, entering Phase 6 production in September 1981. Ultimately the W79 will replace the W33 8-in. projectile in stockpile. However, a date for overseas deployment is uncertain at this time. The W79 is equipped with the MC2907 MCCS that provides CAT D PAL protection.

(C) The W85 PII warhead begins Phase 6 production in May 1983. Eventually, the improved PII system will replace many PIs presently deployed to NATO. The W85 is basically a B61-4, CAT F warhead adapted to the warhead section of the PII missile. As such, it is equipped with an MC2907A MCCS.

(C) The W82 155-mm AFAP that will replace the W48 projectile is presently scheduled to enter Phase 6 production in June 1986. No deployment date has been announced. The W82 will be equipped with the MC3764 CAP (Section 4.2). The CAP will provide the same multiple code population and limited-try features as the MCCS, but the W82 will not be maintained in a disabled state by interrupting warhead circuitry. Instead, the CAP will be located outside the weapon in a Use Denial Lock (UDL). The UDL (Figure 44) is a device which fastens to the nose of the projectile, preventing installation of the fuze. Unlocking the CAP allows removal of the UDL. An Integrated Control Unit (ICU) in the shipping container of each round will provide unlock and relock control of the UDL (Figure 46).

(U) A factory-rebuild program is currently under way to upgrade early versions of the B61. The B61-6 will result from retrofitting the B61-0 with enhanced safety features and the MC2907 CAT D PAL. First Phase 6 production is scheduled for October 1985. The B61-8 represents a safety upgrade of the B61-2 and B61-5. The B61-8 will have an MC2907 CAT D PAL and is scheduled for initial Phase 6 production in January 1988.

(U) Four strategic systems with PAL are planned for the stockpile. Two of these are modifications of existing systems. The B28 (Mods 0 and 1) will be field retrofitted (beginning April 1983); B61-1 will be factory rebuilt (Phase 6 begins September 1985) into the B61-7. Present plans call for an MC2907 CAT D PAL in both systems. Two new strategic systems, the W80-1 warhead for the Air-Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) (Phase 6 production began February 1982) and the B83 modern strategic bomb (Phase 6 production is scheduled to begin September 1983), also will be equipped with the MC2907 CAT D PAL.

(U) Two new PAL-equipped Navy systems are currently planned. Both the W80-0 warhead for the Tomahawk Sea-Launched Cruise Missile (SLCM) (Phase 6 production is to begin April 1984) and the W81 warhead for the SM-2 fleet air defense missile (Phase 6 production to begin November 1986) will have CAT D PAL (MC2907 or MC3764).

(U) A stockpile projection (Figure 46) shows the planned distribution of PAL-equipped weapons (weapons with no PAL are not shown) through FY 1992. This projection reflects the planned production of weapons equipped with modern CAT D and F PAL devices.
4.2 The Code Activated Processor (U)

(U) The Code Activated Processor (CAP) is the next generation PAL device. It is being developed as a replacement for the MCCS, which will become increasingly difficult to manufacture because of decreasing component availability and obsolete technology.

(U) The microprocessor-based CAP is being designed as a drop-in replacement for the MC2907; it will have the same size and weight and will emulate the MCCS input and output signals. It will be compatible with all existing CAT D and F control equipment and will have limited-try and code population features identical to those of the MCCS.

(U) The CAP will also have a number of capabilities beyond those provided by the MCCS. First, several additional operations will be possible. Some of those operations will be under code control. These include:
- Maintenance lock—a UDL requirement
- Recovery of recode status information
- Storage and recovery of weapon state-of-health data

(U) New operations that are not under code control include:
- Recovery of weapon ID
- Self test

(U) Current control equipment does not allow the operator to take full advantage of these additional features. Software modifications could make the APC compatible with the additional recode capabilities of the CAP.

(U) In addition to new functions, the CAP will have a higher tolerance for voltage fluctuations in the input signals than does the MCCS and will withstand harsher shock and radiation environments. Finally, the CAP will have a more flexible output structure that can be tailored to the needs of the weapon designer.

4.3 Asymmetric Crypto PAL (U)

(U) The Asymmetric Crypto PAL (ACP) is an advanced PAL that has been under exploratory development. It consists of an electronic coded-switch system whose inputs are processed by an asymmetric cryptographic system.

(U) Like the CAP, the ACP could provide recode and verification operations which are encrypted communications with the PAL controller. This reduces the vulnerability of the system to bugging and emanation. The asymmetric nature of the ACP crypto system also provides protection against code extraction, e.g., the determination of a code/combination by dissection or probing of a PAL to read its memory.

(U) The ACP has reached a stage of development marked by the completion of demonstration hardware. Although the system is feasible, development timescales for operational hardware depend on the availability of special large-scale integrated circuits that are needed for implementation of the cryptographic system.

4.4 Headquarters Equipment for Peacetime Code Management (U)

(U) The T1565 Headquarters Code Processor (HCP) is being developed in parallel with the T1563 APC as a peacetime code management aid. While the APC can (and will, initially) function by itself, the HCP will provide a number of additional capabilities.
The HCP (Figure 47) is built around an HP 1000 computer. The system includes a printer, CRT display screen, keyboard, tape and disc storage units, and a cryptographic system. HCP operation is depicted in Figure 48. It has a number of functions. First, it provides access, under two-man control, to encrypted code information from the source data module generated by NSA. In addition, it contains a weapon data base that may be periodically updated.

This data base would include, for example, the theater weapon inventory information: mark and mod, serial number, and location of weapons in theater. Utility programs will be available for correlating the data base information with the weapon code information to aid in the construction of theater code plans. Given a theater code plan, the HCP will be able to generate the appropriate portable data modules for use by APCs during recode operations. The HCP will also be capable of reading monitor modules generated by the APC during recode. This may eliminate the need for on-site recode verification by the PMCT in cases where recode can be done with the APC.

Figure 47. T1565 HQ Code Processor (U)

Figure 48. T1563/T1565 PAL Code Handling System (U)
These differences include:

- A PAL inventory made up almost entirely of Modern PAL devices featuring limited-try, multiple code capability, and code populations $\geq 10^6$
- A significant fraction of the deployed stockpile equipped with APSs
- An APC that will permit "no knowledge" recode operations and remote verification

(U) In the long term, these efforts address the preponderance in today's stockpile of Old PAL devices and the resource limitation of the theater code management organizations.

(U) Identification of needed system improvements presupposes the ability to compare the function of the existing system with a set of performance criteria to determine system deficiencies. Today, performance criteria for PAL, based on an analysis of the overall command and control systems of which PAL is but one element, do not exist. In addition, it is not possible to estimate or measure the performance of PAL without a useful threat definition. No such definition is presently available. Thus it has not been possible, within the context of this report, to determine what improvements are needed in today's PAL system. Definitions of the purpose of PAL, in terms of a useful definition of threat(s) and of the role of PAL within the command and control structure, are needed to evaluate the performance of today's systems and the utility of new technology. Given a useful specification of the purpose and role of PAL for TNWs, a number of other issues could be explored.
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